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plan of the talk

� 10 minutes of machine learning
� why machine make errors?

� concepts and terminology

� types of text mining problems
� text classification

� topic modelling

� text summarization

� example of conceivable task

� beyond conceivable

� more examples of actual applications

� discuss YOUR application 



supervised machine learning

problem 1 ���� solution 1
problem 2 ���� solution 2

...
problem N ���� solution N

model

new 
problem

solution

unsupervised learning: unlabelled data

{bread, butter} ���� milk
{Drug 1, Drug2} ���� AE



classification problem

how well can we solve it?

assume this is the “truth”: 
two classes separated by 
a parabola

how well can we 
separate the two classes 
if we only observe a 
finite number of samples?

assume we know that the 
model is a parabola



number of sample: N=10

very bad

number of sample: N=20

not well



number of sample: N=50

... getting there ...

number of sample: N=200

very well!



number of sample: N=800

no need for further data 

lesson #1

�amount of error depends on amount of 
data

�but after a while having more data does not 
help that much anymore



Example: predicting heart disease onset in 2 
years using a logit model

y axis: error rate
x axis: # of data points

once you pass 10,000 
data points
not much improvement

linear model: N=10

we assume e linear model

very very bad



linear model: N = 20

we assume e linear model

very bad

linear model: N = 50

we assume e linear model

very bad



linear model: N = 500

we assume e linear model

very bad

lesson #2

�amount of error depends on the choice of 
model

�if model is not adequate error will be large 
even if data set is very large



there is still intrinsic error ...

• some depends on the 
intrinsic randomness of 
the system (nothing we 
can do about it)

• some depends on the 
available variables and 
the amount of 
information they carry

final error is sum of 3 components

error we make because we do not 
have enough data

error we make because we do not 
have the right model

error that is in intrinsic to the 
system: variables do not carry 

enough information

+

+

it is the mix of  these that 

determines what is doable, 

conceivable or improbable



factors affecting the error components

� prior knowledge

� sometimes it is a powerful surrogate for more data

� it helps to get the “right”model

� number and type of variables

� more variables may mean more information ...

� but also make the model more difficult to estimate

� which samples have been collected?

� some data points are more useful than others

� how variables are captured and represented (feature 
engineering)

� how do we represent the content of an entire document?

data

� hospital admin data
� insurance claims
� survey data
� MBS/PBS
� registry (death/cancer ...)

� electronic medical 
records

� doctor’s notes
� patient’s calls
� media files
� reports/guidelines
� medical literature

structured (25%)

unstructured (75%)



unstructured data and machine learning

unstructured data

structured data

machine 
learning 
algorithm

pre-processing and 
“NLP pipeline”

challenges of dealing with text data in health

� ungrammatical, short telegraphic phrases

� abbreviations, acronyms, misspelling, ...

� highly heterogeneous: family background, test results, 
product names, symptoms, diagnoses, ...

� negation (“denies any chest pain”)

� refer to patient or family members (“mother had breast 
cancer”)

� context specific abbreviations: “hptension” can be 
“hypertension” or “hypotension”



typical text mining task: document classification

typical text mining task: document classification



typical text mining task: document classification

features of the document classification problem 

� each sample document needs to be labelled

� typically this is done manually ...  

� time consuming and expensive!

� challenge: label documents selectively. not all 
documents carry the same amount of information

� data sets are  of the order of hundreds or 
thousands (with one BIG exception)

� semantics, context and concept representation tend 
to play a smaller role

� often prior knowledge is available, making up for 
the smallness of data sets.



3M automatic ICD coding from clinical notes

� LARGE data sets (millions): hospital coders 
have done all the labelling!

� conceptually simple: one classifier for each ICD

� scope and dictionaries very well defined

� each word carries a lot of information: 
document representation/variable encoding 
not too difficult 

Topic Modelling: what are you talking about?

� discover “themes” or “topics” in a collection of 
documents 

� unsupervised learning: documents are not labelled

� similar to Latent Class Analysis in spirit

“Genetics” “Evolution” “Disease” “Computers”

human evolution disease computer

genome species host model

dna organism bacteria information

sequence life resistance data

molecular origin new network

map biology strains parallel

information phylogenetic infectious simulation

some common topics from “Science”

words that “make up” 
the topic

human generated label 
(post hoc)



Topic Modelling: many possible applications

� Medical literature, clinical guidelines

� doctor’s notes, EMR 

� ICD-10 codes

� phone calls

� patient reviews/narratives, internet support groups/forums

� use topics to predict outcomes

� usually unlabelled documents abound

� when few documents, look for few topics

� very good mathematical models exist

� document representation is easy (word counts)

Text Summarization

Text Summarization
Engine

Extractive summary:
salient sentences

Abstractive summary:
rephrasing, language 
generation

this tends to be harder: cannot just count words, need to
take semantics in account. 



how does a summary look like?

this is 28% of the original document

Text summarization often used in “question and 
answer” mode 

What is the cause and treatment of this old man stomatitis?

AskHERMES (Cao et al., 2011)



a conceivable task: automated clinical guidelines 
compliance analysis

NLP Engine

patients in patients in patients in patients in thisthisthisthis

group should group should group should group should 

received received received received thisthisthisthis

serviceserviceserviceservice

EMREMREMREMR
Name Compliance 

score

J. Snow 100%

N. Stark 20%

T. Lannister 50%

R. Bolton 0%

... ...

guidelines are complex documents:
lots of grey areas, semantic/context is important

this is where the 
difference between 
structured and 
unstructured data is 
crucial

this task would be 
trivial with structured 
data!



similar, doable task: clinical guidelines recommender

NLP Engine

this guideline ia this guideline ia this guideline ia this guideline ia 

about X and about X and about X and about X and 

concerns patients concerns patients concerns patients concerns patients 

of type Yof type Yof type Yof type Y

EMREMREMREMR

Guideline #363 may 
apply to the following 
patients: ...

what makes the difference between the conceivable 
and the improbable?

� accuracy
� there are applications in which accuracy of 80% does 
not cut it, and 99% may be needed. 99% may be 
improbable.

� scope
� IBM Watson (a system-engineering marvel!) won 
Jeopardy, which has a very clear structure
� “Its largest airport was named for a World War II hero; its 
second largest, for a World War II battle” is actually a 
difficult question for Watson

� full text comprehension, tasks requiring abstract 
reasoning



other examples

� news surveillance for adverse events or consumer 
product related injuries

� drugs unexpected adverse effects monitoring and 
drug/drug interaction

� extract cancer-related findings in radiology report

� automatic de-identification of health records

� sentiment analysis of discharge notes for prediction 
of hospital readmission

� automatically assign ICD code for cause of death in 
death certificates

discussion

� tools for the analysis of unstructured data in the 
health domain are available

� tasks such as document classification, topic 
modelling, document summarization, sentiment 
analysis,  association rules are eminently doable

� great progress in semantic analysis and document 
understanding

� for some applications the required accuracies may 
be out of reach (for the moment)


